Theoretical prediction of the reaction of s-triazine with nitrate radical: a new possible route to generate oxy-s-triazine.
Oxy-s-triazine (OST) is one of the important Hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazine (RDX) decomposition products, while it is yet not fully clear how it is formed up to now. The study systematically investigates the reaction of s-triazine (TAZ) with nitrate radical (NO(3)) using computational chemistry methods, for which three entrance channels are devised, resulting in the formation of four isomers of OST. Based on the analysis of the barrier heights and the reaction exothermicities, the pathway to form OST3 through hydrogen atom abstraction and rebound mechanism is likely to be the main channel in the reactions of TAZ with NO(3) radical. Our study puts forward a new possible route to generate OST.